2016 update
Test Pits & Geophys
During the summer of 2016 we dug 5 Test pits and excavated a cistern under the floor in
Young’s the Undertakers.
Pit 1 - Behind the Angel in The Street
A cold day which produced: building rubble, oyster shells, and modern pottery sherds,

sieving

builders rubble

oyster shells

even in Level 6 modern pottery & cbm.
Pit 2 - Church Grove
Part of the meadow adjacent to the Church Path to Mill Road.
Did not produce many finds though we did strike water. We also had the metal detector out
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Pit 3 - Young’s in Bridge Street
2016 July during renovation work a trapdoor was discovered

The North East corner revealing the filling of brick across the corner.

A lead pipe revealed in void to the north. The void to the West
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Very few items apart from cbm appeared in the buckets. Bone, a piece of glass and 2 pieces of
potsherd.

The lead pipe mortared into the brick work.
The carpenter’s straight edge went down to the bottom and was
marked: at the pamment level, the top of the dome, and the top of
the soil.

The levels were then measured as was the
width of the structure where the walls
became vertical.

Present floor level, with concrete, and a clay level
above a pamment level [an earlier floor]
a brick lined square access, 3 bricks deep 1’5 3/16 “
Height pamment to bottom 5’ 57/8 “
Height from top of dome to bottom 4’ 5 1/8 “
Width of the structure 3’4”
Capacity approximately 240 gallons
1

1 The Imperial Measures are to keep me happy and it is an old house!
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And what is it? the Jury is still out. The logical answers are the well, marked on the 1888 map or a
cistern for storing rainwater. In either case the water was quite possibly pumped into the kitchen or
scullery of house for use.

Pit 4 - Norton Road

Plenty of “modern” bits but also some grey potsherds
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Pit 5 - Norton Road

getting started

a live specimen

just what was this layer?

an interesting mix, quartz, a knife blade, grey potsherds etc
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Pit 6 - Norton Road
Much excitement as this pit produced an amazing amount of grey pottery as well as other pot
sherds.
another interesting layer.

…… and some evidence of disturbed soil in the finds in Level 1 & Level 2
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And Documents?
Anne Crossman has been working to transcribe and make sense of Mary Palmer’s diaries
and the single surviving account book. She is making good progress with the texts and
alongside she is gathering a lot of background information on the Social History of the
period.
During 2016 we have been acquiring digital images of the 1910 Domesday Maps for the
parish of Loddon. These have been printed(at not quite full size), laminated and are stored in
the Archive in Loddon Library. The maps are based on the 1906 Ordnance Survey sheets

and combined with the Tax Register data, see below, let us locate owners and occupiers and
usage of all the property in the Parish.
Ian Martin has transcribed the data from the1910 Domesday tax list. This information is
available in the Archive as paper copy, again we hope to make it available digitally during the
year.
Peter Smith has transcribed District 2 & 3 of the 1911 census for Loddon. The data has been
entered into an access database which provides links from the family page to the original
image. Wherever possible he has entered the number relevant to that property in the 1910
Domesday Tax list. We hope also to add a link to photographs of the property where they
exist. We are working on making this information available digitally in the Archive in the
Library.
Sharon Smith has transcribed a range of the Directory entries for the people of Loddon
between 1845 and 1922, hard copies are available in a folder in the Archive.
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Sue Martin has transcribed a range of newspaper and other texts(church renovations, Bryant’s
Churches: Loddon, reports 19th century visits by groups to the village, funeral reports &
obituaries etc relating to the parish. Hard copies are in the Archive.
Elvie Herd has been working in the local solicitors office helping to list documents destined
for the Norfolk Record Office. Along the way research has been done based on some of the
documents being listed.
Transcription of the First Churchwardens Account book for Loddon is underway, beginning
in the reign of Queen Mary I, although very few pages from the 16th Century survive this
book give an insight into the expenditure for the maintenance of the church and the benefit of
the parish until 1738. This is going to take a long time.
Following on from the June meeting on Medieval Graffiti and the July meeting where we
looked at graffiti in Holy Trinity a “book” was produced showing images of graffiti in Holy
Trinity with locations.
More recently a guide to the Memorials to be seen in Holy Trinity has been produced.
These two are for reference in Holy Trinity and in the Archive.
February 2017
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